Positive
Accountable
Work hard
Safe

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet

P A W S
Panthers walk in a counter-clockwise direction
Always stay alert and avoid looking down at your phone
Walk with a purpose
Safely travel and keep hands to yourselves

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet
Panthers always use the bathroom closest to their class
Always have a pass
Wash hands and keep facilities tidy
Safely return to class
Panthers walk to cafeteria and take their seat

Alert and listening until table is called

Walk and clean-up after yourself

Stay seated until you are released

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet
PICK UP AREA

P - Panther wait near the picnic tables for their vehicle

A - Always stay alert and watch for your vehicle

W - Wait until your vehicle is in the cone area to exit or enter

S - Stand off of sidewalk and leave acorns and mulch undisturbed

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet
Panthers who ride a bus are only in this area

Always stay to the front of the buses and walk back to the rear buses when you reach your row

Wait behind the yellow line on the sidewalk if your bus is late

Safely walk in the bus area and keep hands to yourself

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet
P - Panthers enter the media from the media hallway
A - Always dispose of food and drinks before you enter
W - Walk in the media and use technology appropriately
S - Speak in a quiet voice and follow teacher/adult instructions
P - Panthers are positive and on time
A - Accept responsibility for your behavior in class
W - Work hard and quietly to complete assignments on time
S - Stay safe and use technology only with permission

PINE VIEW
Middle Magnet
CLASSROOM

PAWS
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